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Response to Email Query No.22 Raised: 14th May 2016 

 
Query Details: 
 
Got a query for NORAC members. 
 
What material do they class the “Asbestos fibre packing to the down pipes” as. We currently class it as 
thermal as nearest relevant product type. It often contains amosite and or chrysotile mixed with a soft 
cement based filler and non-asbestos string is a lot of the time. We find it a lot in domestic and 
commercial properties. HSG 264 mentions rope/textile but it’s never rope/textile when we find it its 
always this material. Photos attached. 
 

                  
 

 
 
 
Feedback: 
 
The concern was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for all Norac groups. Details have 
been collated from those who responded. In addition the query was also circulated to HSL for an HSE 
view.  
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come from a 
different laboratory. 
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1. The material assessment algorithm includes loose asbestos as a named product and also 
asbestos packing both have the same score as thermal insulation. 

 
Maybe either one of these would be more relevant as the material is clearly not being used as 
insulation. It would still need a licensed contractor to undertake the removal. 

 
2. We get this stuff regularly, particularly on 50s houses, and the rope too. Usually you find this as 

packing to seal the join. We would call this "loose material" and score it a 3 - it's no different to 
asbestos plaster or hand balled lagging. 

 
The rope tends to sit at the bottom of the female join, with the male end sitting on it, like a 
cushion / seal, maybe to reduce wear and rattling of the join. You often find the rope / string 
lying in lofts after flue pipe removal in slightly more modern properties (and BISF houses) or on 
the pavement where cement drainpipes have been removed without considering this stuff. 

 
You can obviously get both materials together (one of those photos has some textile / string in 
with the packing, but usually, this packing material would hide the string / rope when in situ. 
 

3. Agreed with product type 3; I've always found this caulking as more a loose fill material, never 
rope; and containing amosite 
 

4. I would report this product as a cement product.  I have seen it over chrysotile rope packing on 
flue joints. 
 

5. Is it the textile that is positive or the matrix it is in? If the matrix is it not like a “Keen” cement? 
 

6. As you know, you often get rope seals to these joins.  This is not a rope seal.  I have seen this 
application before, sometimes you get this stuff and there will also be a rope underneath 
it.  Anyway, having viewed this stuff under scope, it is not rope, not cement, not board, it looks 
just the same as insulation (think pipe insulation), that has been stuffed in the gap and 
smoothed over. 

 
Used to be applied as a rope then a caulking behind it didn’t it ? The second photo to me looks 
like rope. I would probably describe this as rope with cement packing??? 
 

7. When we come across this material it is very much like as described – asbestos mixed with a 
filler and we mostly put down the product type as ‘2’ in this scenario. 

 
 

8. We were recently involved in consultation with a Housing Association that found this material 
throughout a number of multi storey blocks. We recommended dust sampling in the large 
service cupboards throughout the block and most samples contained free Amosite fibre.  

 
Although the material is quite dense in the photos attached, it appears to have been mixed on 
site and we therefore classified the material as insulation. Furthermore, in contact with liquid, 
the material will soften again. 

 
Unfortunately, the HSE were not particularly helpful with advise on this material and allowed 
one contractor to remove non notified, whilst another followed full procedure in an adjacent 
block! 
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I would be keen to hear of any similar works and whether they were notified. 
 
Summary: 
 
Although there are a few differences between what members may call this material the overall 
consensus is that it should be scored as a 3. In perfect condition it does have a protective outer coating 
but this is not particularly substantial and will easily become damaged. Once the outer coating has been 
damaged It is clearly a loose material which is very fibrous and from the last comments can also result in 
fibres being released which then settle out into adjacent dust deposits. 
 
There also appears to be some discrepancy between how the enforcing officers view the product and 
their interpretation of whether or not it needs to be dealt with as a licensed material or not. If it is 
agreed that it should be scored as a 3 and is a soft/loose material then it is most likely going to require a 
licensed asbestos removal contractor to work upon and remove it. 
 
 
Colette Willoughby 
19th July 2016 


